The following is intended to assist you in redelivery of resources for teachers. Notes have
been included on each slide to assist your presentation. To see the notes while you
present, use the dropdown in the “Present” button at the top right of this page to select
“Presenter’s View/See Notes”
You will want to have your hard copies of individual teacher’s grade level binders and/or
access to computers during delivery so that teachers can practice the paths to the files and
links.

If you have not yet redelivered “Keeping It Balanced” give a very brief overview of the
concepts behind Balanced Literacy. You may want to share the Rationale for Balanced
Literacy on pg 1 of their binders. Explain that the focus is on the student and the standard.
Specific strategies and skills are modeled for the student, who then applies these directly
using high interest, relevant, and engaging texts and writing tasks. Building independent
READERS and WRITERS with a mastery of the standards is our goal.

Familiarize teachers with the components of the SCCPSS 120 minute Literacy Block. The
handout seen here is in the front portion of the teachers’ binders, pgs 2&3.
THE COMPONENTS DO NOT HAVE TO BE COVERED IN THIS ORDER OR BACK TO
BACK. I would recommend keeping the Read Aloud and Readers’ Workshop together in
one uninterrupted block of time, as you will probably want to reference the Read Aloud text
in your mini-lesson - and practice the mini-lesson strategy independently during rotations.
But Word Study/Phonics and Writing Workshop could happen at a different time.
After finishing this slide you will look at the Pacing Calendar and Teacher Guidance for
each component. We will return to the rest of the front section later.

Orient teachers to their binders and ACORN. The word ACORN on this slide is a live link to
new ACORN. From there you will select “Resources”, then “Instructional” in the drop down
menu. Click on the “Balanced Literacy” tab. Then choose an individual grade level. Open
the “Pacing Guide and Teacher Guidance” folder.

Preview the structure of the pacing calendars. If you are using the computers allow
teachers time to check out the resource links.
Discuss the standards directly taught in each component:
Word Study/Phonics - reading foundation & vocabulary related language standards
Read Aloud - speaking and listening, and vocabulary related language standards
Reading Workshop, Mini-Lesson, progression of reading standards beginning with RL1,
then RL2, etc.
Writing Workshop, all writing and conventions related language standards.
Point out and discuss “Assessments” at the end of units of study in Wilson, Comp Club, and
Traits. You may want to share that running records will be used in Guided
Reading.(Schools will receive testing materials soon - another fluency inventory may be
substituted until then, such as Reading A to Z, Florida Center for Reading Recovery,
easyCBM, etc.)
NOTE 1: CC Units 4 & 5 are correctly not in consecutive order to allow for a concentration
on nonfiction text during the reading for information standards progression.
NOTE 2: there is a typo on the Yearly hard copy for 3rd grade - Word Study standard
should read RF3 not RL3

Familiarize teachers with the format for the Quarterly Pacing Calendar and the Teacher
Guidance Notes. The next few slides will look at each section of the Guidance Notes.

Wilson is pretty straight forward - teachers follow the T.E. Teachers will need access to
complete kits! Make sure everyone has what they need. Additional Resources are available
on old ACORN (look for them on the new site soon)
Assessment for grades 1 & 2 are provided in the TE at the end of each unit. Kindergarten
assessments are posted on ACORN in the teacher resource folder and the K-Wilson folder
.

Preview the 3-5 Word Study Teacher Guidance Notes with teachers - Point out the
inventory will be given and graded before Aug 11 (this is a simple spelling inventory directions on ACORN in the Word Study folder and in the front of the binder).
Notice the recurring pattern for Word Sorts - Some teacher may realize this is based on
“Words Their Way”. If they are familiar ask them to share their experience. Return to
ACORN to show teachers where Word Study resources,including the inventory, directions,
and sorts.
Work with teachers to determine the date by which they will give the inventory. Make
arrangements to come back together as a group to score and form student groups. Once
everyone understands how to count points scoring will not be difficult, but it is easier seen
and discussed.
I would encourage teachers to start with only 2-3 groups until they feel confident in having
groups working at different levels. Do not try to start with 6 different groups!
In the front portion of the grade level binders please find the Word Study (3-5) tab with
scope and sequence, inventory & directions, and lesson framework.

Examine the teaching notes for Read Aloud in the Teacher Guidance notes.
Don’t let yourselves be confused by the Read Aloud v Book Club titles at this point - when
you receive your materials it will be much clearer. The Teaching Strategies can be applied
to any text. Read Aloud should begin in the first week; talk about what text that will be since
we don’t have the book set titles yet.. Suggestions include using titles from your current
Guided Reading bookroom - or texts that are already in the building. Regardless of the text
selected, the teaching related to the text should come from the current Balanced Literacy
framework.

Examine Mini-lesson Teacher Guidance - and review the paragraph prior to Weeks 1 & 2
that explains that the strategies not appear in any particular order, and that all strategies do
not need to be covered. This is also not a finite list! Teachers are free to (and should)
choose strategies that they feel will be effective for their students.
Also remind teachers that the Key Terms are not for “vocabulary testing” - memorizing
definitions - but are intended to become part of everyday language when talking about text.
Students and teachers should use these terms regularly.
Look at a Performance Task together. Most of these involve the teaching or reviewing of a
specific strategy and will require more than one day. It is important to plan for enough time
at the end of the teaching cycle for the standard to allow student time to attend to the task.
Show teachers where to find the Student and Teacher Resources in the Quarterly folders.
This is where you will locate graphic organizers/handouts and teacher checklists

Time to get out the First 25 Day Plan! - Closely examine at least the first 2 weeks of the
plan. It is essential to establishing a successful workshop model that time is taken to create
strong rituals and routines built around independent readers.
This plan is based on Daily Five.
If you have time - and the need - model creating anchor charts WITH the students. Make
sure all teachers (especially new teachers), have chart paper available. You can purchase
a ream very cheaply through the Central Warehouse.
Point out that teachers will begin pulling students for individual assessments during the 3rd
week - this, along with other existing data, will become the basis of grouping for Guided
Reading.
Share & discuss the checklist, especially any site based dates you may have already
determined for implementation.
Some teachers may need help with gathering enough books to begin independent reading
activities - be resourceful and creative! Use your media center to check out a bucket of
books - pull those dusty books out of the closet - old reading sets - ask veterans to share if
they are willing - stagger scheduling to allow the library to travel between rooms.

The resources listed in here will be coming soon. Until they arrive, teachers will begin the
Writer’s Workshop model. Mini-lessons will introduce the 6 Traits of writing - terms and
basic familiarity - as well as the writing process. This will cover the “Getting Started” unit
listed on district plans and should not leave us behind when materials are in. An excellent
resource for plans and videos is linked to the word “Traits” in this slide (below):
http://www.smekenseducation.com/6-Traits-of-Writing.html or by using the appropriate
grade level Unit 1 scanned pages of the Traits TE available on ACORN/Balanced Literacy.

Review the classroom layout. This is an exemplary classroom. It may not be possible to
accomplish the exact layout shown here. Discuss the practicality of your existing spaces
and brainstorm how to make it all work.

As of this time, it is impossible for me to give a clear date on when to expect classroom
materials. Thank you for your patience and for being so adaptable. It will definitely be worth
the wait…
Please remember - the beauty of Balanced Literacy model is that you do not need any
specific materials to begin. Any text that engages and motivates your students will do. It’s
not about the text - it’s about building independent readers and writers, strong in the
strategies of the standards.

THANK YOU! Let me know if you have any questions or concerns - or if I can help in any
way!

